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FOREWORD. 

In steam heating systems, where the two pipe 

method of piping is used, it is essential to provide 

some means of holding the steam in the radiator until 

it is condensed, after which the condensation should be 

permitted to escape and return to the boiler. The most 

modern and satisfactory device for this purpose is 

known as the radlator trap. 

There are a large number of traps made by different 

manufacturers for installation on as many different sys

tems of steam heating, ~no each manufacturer has un

doubtedly carried on many tests to determine the best 

form of trap for use, ut there is little published 

data on the performance of the various kinds in use 

today. 

The object, then, of the research work outlined in 

this thesis, has been to investigate the performance of 

various types of radiator traps, and determine which 

type is most satisfa ctory for use under ordinary ser-
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vice conditions. 
The problem to be solved consisted in determining 

what apparatus was to be used, gathering together the 

material, and setting up the apparatus for testing, 

and finally performing the tests. 

OWing to the limited amount of time available for 

research work, only a few traps could be tested, and 

the number of tests applied to each was necessarily cut 

short. 
It was decided that the best method of obtaining 

conditions as near as possible to those under which a 

trap in actual service would operate, would be to use 

an ordinary steam radiator, supply steam to one end 

and install the trap at the other, provide means for 

aeasuring condensation, and recording the temperatures 

of various parts of the radiator, and regulating the 

pressure of steam to be used as well as the pressure on 

the return line. 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS . 

The arrangement plan accompanying shows in detail 

how the apparatus used , is set up. In order that the 

piping connections might be clear, the location of the 

tanks and condenser is shown in a somewhat different 

manner from the actual·setup. The principle of opera

tion, however, remains the same. 

The radiator used i n makigg the tests, is a 38", 

~ column, ~O section radiator, with 80 sq . ft . of rad

iation surface . Steam from the 80 lb . pressure line of 

t he experimental laboratory was used, the location of 

the set-up being in the basement of the Experimental 

Engineering Building. This 80 lb. pressure is reduced 

by means of a pressure regulating valve of the wei hted 

piston type, to the desired pressure for each test. 

Before entering the radiator, the steam passes thru 

a loop, from one leg of which a sample of the steam is 

Passed into a s eparating calorimeter to determine the 

quality of the steam enterin5 the radiator. 
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From the radiator, the condensate is passed by the 

trap under test into a large fitting, whe~e the steam, 

if any, and water may separate, the steam going to the 

condenser, and the water to a receiving tank 1A'. The 

steam, after being condensed, is collected in tank · B" . 

A drip tank Ch, as shown in the plan, was provided 

to take care of the condensation in the supply pipe, and 

was made water tight, so that the radiator and piping 

system could all be put under a vacuum in tests where 

the steam is admitted to the radiator at a pressure 

below at ospheric. The tank is provided with a gauge 

glass, not shown, to show when the tank is full of 

water . · Also, the drip from the separator is lead to the 

sewer thru a length of ~;a" pipe, a part of which is 

shown on plan. The valve on this line is opened just 

enough to keep the separator drained at all times during 

a test. Under this condition very little water collect 

in tank 11 ctt, and the quality of steam entering the rad-

ie tor is usually very high . 
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Thermometer cups were tapped into the radiator at 

nine different points, at the outlet and inlet to the 

rad iator and at the point where the condenser leaves the 

trap. On the other side of the ~adiator, gage glasses 

were tapped into the radiator at four different points 

to indicate the water level of the condensation in the 

radiator. 

As indicated in the plan, those portions of the 

inlet and outlet pipes, where condensation might affect 

the results, were covered with hair felt. 

During tests where a va cuum on the return line is 

required, an aspirator using water from the water 

mains is used to exhaust the air from the tanks. In 

order to make sure that no water might e,o from the 

aspirator to the collecting tanks at the beginning or 

end or any run, a loop was put between the aspirator and 

the t anks, as shown on the plan. All joints in the 

piping were made as tight as possible, and at times 

the va cuum obtained reached 2 711 , which is higher than 

carried on most return lines of heating systems. 
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METHOD OF RUNNING TESTS . 

In making each test, steam was turned on for at 

least ~ hour before starting, in order to warm up the 

radiator . Care was taken to allow all air to escape 

from the coils before starting a run. This w~s done 

by venting the radiator thru the water gauge glasses, 

by openi:ig the pet cock at the bot tom and closing the 

lower gauge cock. 

Readings of tempera.tures and pressures were taken 

at ten minute intervals, and water wei 6 hed at intervals 

Of one half hour on tests where there was no vacuum on 

the return line and at one hour intervals on tests 
' 

where vacuum was put on the return line. In weighing 

the wa. ter on a vacuum return line test, it wae neces-

sary to close the valve• 1 1111 to the aspirator, then 

valves 0 P" and .i~~ to the tanks "A" and "B", then open 

drain valves and the relief valve, before any 1ater 

could be drained rrom the tanks. This disturbed the 

vacuum for a period of of about ~ minutes, this being 

the time required to drain the tanks and put the line 

u 
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under vacuum again. It was, therefore thought best to 

weigh the condensation at intervals of one hour to 

~void disturbing conditions more than necessary . 

~ At the end of a run, any condensation which had 

backed up in the radiator was drained into the tank 'A" 

by opening the trap, or, as in the case of one trap 

where this was not pr acticable, the excess water was 

drained off thru the pet cocks at the bot tom of the 

W&ter gauge glasses . 
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TRAPS TESTED. 

In general there are two types of traps in use a t 

the present time, one type operating on the thermosta

tic principle, the other on the float principle . 

Several of ea ch kind were tested, among those being 

the Dunham, the Webst~r Sylphon, the dapto sold by the 

Centra l Supply Co ., Minneapolis, Minn ., the Illinois 

Engineering Co .'s trap, all of which are thermostatic 

traps, and the Van Auken Belvac Thermofier, and the 

Johns Manville trap, both of which are floc.t traps. 

In the thermostatic trap , the valve opening is 

opened and closed by a hollow disc, or bellows which is 

fillE 1 with a vols tile liquid , the compos l ti on of wh i0h 

is such that it will ~vaporate and expand the disc or 

bellows a t a temperature of steam at the pressure which 

is tv ud }.ept in the radiator. Tuen stee.m strike::> the 

disc or bellows, expansion takes place, the valve closes 

the opening and cuts off the pasEage of st.earn. ..s soon 

a.s t.he condensed wa tar in the radiator becomes cool 

enou ·h, the disc or bellows contr~ cts, ~nd the water 
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flows out until steam again hits the disc or bellows. 

If the volatile liquid is not well selcct'ea or the trap 

well designed, the range of opera tion will be limited, 

and the trap may re~~in closed for a long period , when 

t he pressure of steam is hibher than the desi 6 ned 

pressure, due to the hi5her temperci.ture . 

The float trap co11tains e flo~t, wh.1. 1·n open e.nd 

closes the ooenin - as the level of water in the trvP 
- 0 

raises and lowers . The van ,.uKe Belvue Ther ofier 

also provides a small nQ l C i. the top ana · ottom of the 

float thru the guide spindle for the l?'ssrge of :.ir 

from the r ad iator . This pa ssage also permitn a sllia ll 

emount of steam to pass thru, a ltho the pass~ e is ~ o 
J 

small t hat the quantity is very sms.11. 

The following is a schedule of tests :--rcr;osed for 

ea ch tra p with va rying condit ione of pressure t 

inlet and outlet. 
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Inlet Vacuum on 

Pressure 
Return Line 

Pounds Inches Hg. 

1# 0 

1# 
511 

1# 
1011 

1# 
1511 

5'/I 
0 

5=/t 
io .. 

10.f/= 
0 

10# 
1011 

1011 to 15" "- 5" . 
vacuum 

Owing to the limited llmount of time, it as impos

sible to run a complete set of runs on each tre;1.p a.nd 

test a large number of traps . The fo 11 o..tn;; shOW hat 

tests were performed on each trap 1 unu gives the tect 

number in each case. 



Inlet Pressure, lbs. . 1 1 1 1 5 5 10: 10:10 
• 

Outlet vacuum,inches: 0 5 :lU 15: 0 10: 0 10 :~ 5" 

Name of 'l'rap Tested 

Dunha rn · fl 1 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 7 

n ebster Sylph on 512H: 8 9 :10 :11 : 12 :13 :14 

" 22H5 :15 :16 : 17 :18 : l" :20 

Van Auken Belvac 
Thermof ier :21 =~~ :~3 :~4 ;2 5 :~6 . .. 

Adapto, Central 
Supply Co ., :27 :~8 :29 :30 :31 

Illinois Eng Co. :32 :33 :34 :35 

Johns Manville . :36 ~~ :37 :38 :39 
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DATA & SAMPLE CALCUI.ATIONS. 

The readings taken during the test are shown on the 

attached data sheets . 

The quality of steam was taken once durin6 each run 

as the conditions of the inlet steam ms helu nearly 

constant . 

The Average radiator temperature was found by 

averageing the readings of each t'lerrnometer eparately 

then f~ncing the verage of these, giving the 

thermorr.eters on Top 2, Center 2; and Bottom~, double 

value, for example in Test No . 2, the Average teu:p-

era tures are as follows: 

Top 

Center 

Bottom 

l 

211.2 21~.l 

211.2 211.8 

:c: 10 :c: 11.~ 

~ 

211 . 6 

211 . :c: 

211. 9 

The avera 5 e of th~se figures takint;, tl' e figures in 

column ~ twice, is 212 . 1. 

The .. eights of condensate collected ana vapor passed 

were corrected for re-evaporation, due to tne passing 

of the condensation in radiator to a lo.er pressure. 



The correction for re-evaporation was made as follo·s 

taking , Test No. ~ as an example. 

Average temper~ture of Outlet steam 

Average temperature of Condensate 
0 

174.5 F . 

Difference, B.T.U causing r eeva pora tion 
37.5 

Latent heat of steam at t.he temperature 

of condensate (174 .5) is 99~ B.T.U. 

Percentage of reevaporation 
37. 5 - 3 cf - - .81o 

993 

Tota.l amount of condensate as read 
45.75 lbs. 
45.75 

Total amount of conctensBte corrected 
---=- 47 .5 

. 962 

47 .50 - 45 .75 :::1.75 lbs of steam evaporated atter 

passing trap. 
3.20 - 1.75 = i.45 lbs. of steam actually passed by trap. 

The amount of radiation per sq.ft. of radiation 

per hour, per de 6ree difference of temperature, was 

calcula ted for each test, as a check on the results 

which were being obtained. The form of computation 

used follows: 

1 s . 
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Let K =the radiation in Bt.u. per sq . ft.,per hour, 
per degree difference of temperature . 

M =the total amount of condensate per run. 

H =B.t.u . in steam given up to radiator. 

t - time of the test in hours. 

a radiation surface in square ~ . 

T difference in temperature of radia tur and 
room temperature . 

Then 

M x H 
K 

t x a x T 

M --47 . 50 lbs. 

Total heat of steam at 212 . 1° & 97 . 8% 

Heat of liquid at outlet temperature 

Heat given up to radiator 

47 . 50 
K= 

2 . 5 & 80 x 141 . 4 

1 . 58 

11.iO Bt . u 

180 

940 " 
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CONCLUSION . 

It is not the p~rpose of this paper to state which 

trap is the best, as all have points of merit, and it 

would be impossible to judge from such a limited 

number of tests . The data shown will, however, give 

some information as to the performance of these traps. 

The tests seemed to indicate that the ther ostatic 

type of trap did not pass as much steam as the float 

trap , under similar conditions, but under certain 

conditions, some of the thermostatic traps . showed a 

tenaency to hold water in the radiator, especially if 

the temperature was high, and when no vacuum ~as use 

on the return line . 
;fuen enou0 h water backs up in 

the r adiator to cut vif the last section, the tests 

showed that water was drawn up into that section Y 

the .vacuum created by the condensation of the steam, 

and the temperature of that section repidly decreased . 

This would indicate that the hot water radiator, ith 

sections connected at top and bottom will bive better 

service than the steam radiator with only the 
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sections connected at the bottom, used with thermosta 

tic traps which have a small range of operation . 

Also, a trap which passes a su~ll of steam, ~ltho 

the quantity should be a ve ry small amount, will bive 

better service than one which holds the water in the 

ra d ia tor for a grea t length of time . This is much 

more noticeable with a steam radiator , than vould 'e 

the case with a hot water radiator . 
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